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Abstract—NCBI BLAST has become the de facto standard in bioinformatic approximate string matching and so its acceleration is of fundamental importance. The problem is that it uses complex heuristics which make it difficult to simultaneously achieve both substantial speed-up and exact agreement with the original output. Our approach is to prefilter the database. To make this work we have developed a novel heuristic which we append to a previously described structure for ungapped alignment. This enables us to quickly reduce the database by factors of 300 and 1100, for the ungapped and gapped options, respectively, while rejecting no significant sequences. On current hardware we anticipate a speed-up of at least a factor of 10 for NSF grants from the National Science Foundation of which are given below) and return some number of matches with respect to a statistical measure of likely significance. Besides the variations in the heuristics used, BLAST implementations also vary by target: within the NCBI family, we are primarily concerned with BLASTN (for nucleotide-nucleotide comparisons) and BLASTP (for protein-protein comparisons). Although their logic is similar, we focus here on BLASTP.

Since BLAST uses heuristics, it will typically miss some significant matches; the benefit, however, is a tremendous increase in performance. In typical operation, the user gives parameters that trade off sensitivity (the likelihood that some high-scoring sequences will be missed) with performance.

Note that we distinguish the terms sensitivity and agreement. We use sensitivity in its usual sense, which is the deviation from the theoretical ideal due to the use of heuristics. We use agreement to refer to the equality of outputs between an accelerated version of a code and the original. For example, an accelerated code can have higher sensitivity than the original, but then will not agree. If the accelerated code is strictly more sensitive, then it misses none of the original, and running the result through the original code removes the extra results.

NCBI BLAST itself is a complex highly-optimized system, consisting of tens of thousands of lines of code and a large number of heuristics beyond those of the original algorithm. There are also multiple interleaved execution paths. Creating an accelerated version that both matches the NCBI BLAST output while delivering significant acceleration is therefore challenging. One approach is to profile the code and accelerate the most heavily used modules. This can give agreement, but is not likely to achieve cost-effective performance: there are too many paths that add up to too much execution time. Accelerating enough of them may not be viable, especially on an FPGA where code size translates into chip area. A second approach is to restructure the code, modifying or bypassing some heuristics. This can lead to excellent performance, but is unlikely to yield agreement. Academic FPGA-accelerated versions of BLAST [7], [9], [11], [13] have mostly followed one approach or the other. The methods used by the commercial versions mostly are either not publicly available or follow an academic version [10], [14].

In this work we use a third approach – prefiltering (also suggested previously by us [3] and by Afratis, et al. [1]). The idea is to quickly reduce the size of the database to a small fraction, and then use the original NCBI BLAST code to process the query. Agreement is achieved as follows. Our prefiltering is guaranteed to be strictly more sensitive than the
original code: that is, no matches are missed, but extra matches may be found. The latter can then be (optionally) removed by NCBI BLAST.

The primary result is a transparent FPGA-accelerated NCBI BLASTP that achieves both output identical to the original and a factor of 10x improvement in performance. Since the prefiltering mechanism is more sensitive than the original, the user may keep the extra outputs at no cost in performance. A further result is that CAAD BLASTP (as we refer to our system) fully supports both modes of NCBI BLASTP, gapped and ungapped. The overall significance of this work is as follows:

- Since CAAD-BLASTP is transparent NCBI BLASTP, and requires only an off-the-shelf FPGA development board, it is likely to be cost-effective and could achieve widespread use.
- Since CAAD-BLASTP is based on prefiltering, integration into other versions of BLAST (e.g., parallel) is straightforward.
- The prefiltering method and its software support allows other filters (e.g., [1]) to be similarly integrated.
- The structures developed for the filter are applicable to more general problems such as parallel prefix.

The rest of this manuscript is organized as follows. We begin with a review of BLAST, followed by an overview of NCBI BLAST, especially in how it differs from the original algorithm. Then comes the overall design, including the mechanisms we use to guarantee agreement. This includes a summary of the base code and how it has been abbreviated with a sufficiently good Evalue, as selected by default or by user, are reported.

II. NCBI BLAST

We briefly describe biological sequence matching and the classic BLAST algorithm. For details, please see one of the surveys (e.g., [8]) or previous work (e.g., [4], [7]).

An alignment of two sequences is a one-to-one correspondence between their characters, without reordering, but with the possibility of some number of insertions or deletions (i.e., gaps or indels). In biological AM, an alignment score between two (sub)sequences is computed by combining the independently scored character matches, which themselves are determined a priori by biological significance. The highest scoring alignment between a query sequence of length \( m \) and a database of length \( n \) can be found in time \( O(nm) \) using dynamic programming (DP) techniques (e.g., Needleman-Wunsch and Smith-Waterman). For large databases, DP methods are impractical, motivating heuristic methods such as BLAST.

The original BLAST algorithm has three phases: identifying short sequences (words) with high match scores, extending those matches, and merging proximate extensions. The third phase is nowadays often replaced by Smith-Waterman – the \( O(nm) \) is not onerous when \( n \) is a fraction of the original. In the first phase, the word size \( W \) is typically 2 or 3 for BLASTP and significance is determined using a scoring matrix and threshold score. In the extension phase, seeds are extended in both directions to form high-scoring segment pairs (HSPs). Extension stops when it ceases to be promising, i.e., when the drop off from the last maximum score exceeds a threshold \( X \). An Evalue (expected value) is computed from the raw alignment score and other parameters. Database sequences with a sufficiently good Evalue, as selected by default or by user, are reported.

Fig. 1. Conceptual view of NCBI BLAST phases.

NCBI BLAST adds a number of phases and options, which we begin to describe here; further details are given below. There are two options, ungapped and gapped (see Figure 1). Ungapped alignment proceeds initially as just presented. In gapped alignment, extension and evaluation are triggered only when ungapped alignment satisfies the ungapped threshold. In gapped extension, the extension drop-off threshold \( X \) also depends on gap-opening and gap-extension costs. NCBI BLAST uses Smith-Waterman to complete gapped extension.

NCBI BLAST begins the evaluation phase by using an empirically determined cutoff score (cutoff) to keep only statistically significant HSPs. To improve sensitivity, a lower score is tolerated if there are multiple HSPs in a particular database sequence; the more HSPs, the lower the threshold. These multiple HSP scores are combined using Poisson and sum-of-scores methods for ungapped and gapped alignments, respectively. Finally, HSPs are organized into consistent groups and evaluated with the final threshold Evalue.

The execution flow of the NCBI BLASTP core is shown below with some details added. Note that there is no clear boundary between ungapped and gapped operation. This makes it difficult to substitute directly the modules for ungapped and gapped extension with corresponding FPGA versions (as implied by Figure 1).
Seeding;
FOR each database sequence
  Do ungapped extension;
  Calculate cut-off score for HSP \linked-list;
  Build HSP list;
  IF gapped alignment
    DO gapped extension for each HSP \in list;
    Compute Evalue and reap HSP list \(\text{either ungapped or gapped}\);
END FOR
IF needed
  Compute traceback;
  IF gapped alignment,
    Recompute alignments using S-W and reap;

Execution flow of NCBI BLASTP core

III. CAAD BLAST DESIGN

A. Overview

From previous work by our group and others, we have two essential FPGA components: designs for theoretically ideal ungapped and gapped alignment. These are TreeBLAST [3] and Smith-Waterman [5], [12], [15], respectively. Both hold the query in the FPGA and then stream the database through it. Both run in \(O(N)\), assuming that the query sequence is a small multiple of what can fit on a chip, a characteristic of almost all proteins. For larger queries, the slowdown is proportional to the query size. Large protein databases have 2GB of data: off-the-shelf FPGA-based systems (e.g., the XD1000 from XtremeData [17]) can stream this through an FPGA in less than a second. FPGA resources currently constrain this throughput slightly for TreeBLAST, and by about a factor of 10 for Smith-Waterman. This additional overhead for Smith-Waterman is what makes FPGA-based BLAST cost-effective in the first place.

The basic design of CAAD-BLAST is to successively reduce the database (say, DB) without removing any potential matches. First, DB is filtered by running TreeBLAST and a reduced database DB' is generated. Then, for the gapped option, Smith-Waterman is run to generate a further reduced database DB". Finally, DB" (DB' for the ungapped option) is formatted and sent to NCBI BLAST, together with the original parameters and query.

To accomplish this, two problems need to be solved. The first is to get the numbers right. There are two parts: determining the internal thresholds that NCBI BLAST would use, especially \(\text{cutoffs}\), and correctly computing the \(\text{Evalues}\) for both ungapped and gapped options. The ungapped filter begins with the FPGA using these parameters, together with the query and database, to compute the ungapped alignment scores. For the most promising sequences, scores are returned to the host, which uses them to compute the \(\text{Evalue}\)s and specify DB'. For the gapped option, a new threshold is computed and passed to the FPGA where the contents of DB" are determined. Finally, the reduced database (either DB' or DB") is formatted to be processed by NCBI BLASTP. To ensure that the \(\text{Evalues}\) match those that would be computed by the original code, we also pass the original search space information.

B. Precomputation of Filtering Criteria

We begin with a brief review of the scoring scheme and terminologies used in BLAST. The raw scores in a scoring matrix are determined as \(\text{raw score} = \text{original lod score} \times \text{scaling factor}\). From this we get the \(\text{normalized score} = \text{raw score} \times \lambda\) where \(\lambda\) (appr. 1/scaling factor) is a matrix-specific constant. The relative entropy \(H\) of a scoring matrix is determined as

\[
H = \sum_{i=1}^{r} \sum_{j=1}^{q} q_{ij} \lambda S_{ij}
\]

where \(r\), \(q\), and \(S_{ij}\) are the alphabet size of the matrix, the frequency of pair \(i, j\), and the raw score of pair \(i, j\), respectively. The number of alignments expected is the \(\text{Evalue}\), with a smaller \(\text{Evalue}\) implying greater significance. \(\text{Evalues}\) are computed as follows:

Figure 2 shows the global structure of CAAD BLAST. In the precompute module, the host uses logic from the NCBI code to compute the various parameters needed to determine cutoffs and \(\text{Evalues}\) for both ungapped and gapped options. The ungapped filter begins with the FPGA using these parameters, together with the query and database, to compute the ungapped alignment scores. For the most promising sequences, scores are returned to the host, which uses them to compute the \(\text{Evalues}\) and specify DB’. For the gapped option, a new threshold is computed and passed to the FPGA where the contents of DB” are determined. Finally, the reduced database (either DB’ or DB”) is formatted to be processed by NCBI BLASTP. To ensure that the \(\text{Evalues}\) match those that would be computed by the original code, we also pass the original search space information.
\[
Evalue = K \cdot m' \cdot n' \cdot \exp^{-\lambda S}
\]  

where \( K \) is a constant and \( m', n' \), and \( \lambda S \) are the effective query length, effective database length, and normalized score, respectively.

We now describe the effective length computations in more detail. These were derived from analysis of the NCBI BLAST code.

**Step1:** Access query and database and get their sizes \( m \) and \( n \), respectively; the database size is likely to be known.

**Step2:** Compute \( \lambda, K, H \) for ungapped alignment and gapped alignment separately. In un ungapped alignment, these values depend on the query. We skip the details.

**Step3:** Compute other variables \( \alpha, \beta, \) and \( adjust \) (length adjustment) for either unngapped or gapped alignment:

\[
adjust = \log(K \cdot m \cdot n)/H.
\]

**Step4:** Compute the effective search space:

\[
effective_space = (n - nseq * adjust) * (m - adjust)
\]

where \( nseq \) is the number of database sequences.

**Step5:** Compute the raw score corresponding to the threshold \( Evalue \) for both un gapped and gapped alignments. Use the constant values for un gapped and gapped alignments, respectively. The computation is based on Equation 1 in which \( m' \cdot n' \) represents the effective search space computed in Step4. The “reverse engineered” raw score threshold is

\[
S = ((\log(Evalue) - \log(effective_space) - \log(K))/ - \lambda
\]

where \( Evalue \) is either from the user or the default (10.0).

**Step6:** Compute the gap_trigger value using un gapped values of \( \lambda \) and \( K \):

\[
gap_trigger = \text{int}((c1 * c2 + \log(K))/\lambda)
\]

where \( c1 \) and \( c2 \) are constants used in NCBI BLASTP program, i.e., BLAST_GAP_TRIGGER_PROT (22.0) and NCBI-MATH-LN2 (0.693147), respectively.

**Step7:** Compute the cutoff score using the gap trigger value and raw score threshold:

\[
cutoff = \text{Min}(gap_trigger, ceil(S))
\]

This cutoff score is used to determine the alignments in the HSP list, while the threshold determines significance of the database sequence.

The length adjustment and effective search space computed in Step3 and Step4 are the “original search space info” shown in Figure 2. They are saved for use by NCBI BLAST in the final phase. The data used by the un gapped-filter module include the cutoff score, effective search space, and constants \( \lambda \) and \( K \).

### C. Decisions Made in the Filter

We now describe the decision process used to maximally reduce the database while not losing any sequences.

Recall that NCBI BLAST uses numerous heuristics: the ones selected for a particular database sequence depend on the number of HSPs. In general, the fewer the HSPs, the higher the threshold; and the more the HSPs, the more complex the computation. The first (ideal) filtering method would implement all of these heuristics – in the un gapped case, the final report could then proceed directly from this step. Unfortunately, the overhead for many of them is high: a disproportionate amount of FPGA area would be used to service a small fraction of the candidate sequences. A second method is simply to pass all of the sequences with at least one HSP. We refer to this method as Scheme 1. The problem here is that the HSP threshold has been designed to deal with sequences with 13-14 or more HSPs, and so is artificially low for most significant sequences. When this approach is used, up to 10% of the database can remain.

We use different strategies for the gapped and un gapped cases. For the gapped case, we use the second method (Scheme 1): we keep all sequences with at least one HSP. The reason for allowing this inefficiency is that we make up for it with an FPGA-accelerated Smith-Waterman. Although it is slower than TreeBLAST, it is more than sufficient to provide efficient gapped filtering on the remaining database.

The un gapped case has no such backup mechanism: the entire remaining database is sent to NCBI BLAST for completion. We therefore use a third method which is based on using only low overhead heuristics.

The major component of the un gapped filter is TreeBLAST. Unlike BLAST, TreeBLAST scans the entire search space without using heuristics and yields scores for all possible alignments in all sequence pairs. Here we add to TreeBLAST a priority queue which, for each database sequence, records the scores of the top \( n \) alignments. In our current scheme \( n = 5 \), but it would grow up to the maximum if we implemented all of the NCBI heuristics in the filter.

**Scheme-2 (optimized)**

// Assume: a priority queue of size 5

1) for each database sequence
2) if (best_score ≥ cutoff_score) // consider only sig. seqs
3) if (number of scores over cutoff_score = 1) // single
4) compute Evalue for single HSP;
5) if (Evalue ≤ threshold)
6) pass the sequence;
7) else // multiple HSPs
8) if (number of HSPs ≥ 5)
9) pass the sequence;
10) else // number of HSPs is 2 – 4
11) if (best_score’s Evalue ≤ threshold)
12) pass the sequence;
13) else // compute Evalue for multiple HSPs
14) compute hypothesis_Evalue using all HSPs;
15) if (hypothesis_Evalue ≤ threshold)
The optimized scheme addresses the multiple-HSP sequences. There are three cases. First, for the small number of high-HSP-count sequences (≥ 5), we simply pass them to DB'. Second, if there is exactly one HSP, then we compute the Evalue precisely and pass the sequence depending on its value. And third, if the number is 2 - 4, then the Evalue computation is still complex. Rather than computing it precisely, we generate a hypothesis Evalue (see Appendix), which is guaranteed to be more sensitive than the original, but much simpler to compute. The logic of the third case is shown in the following Lemma.

**Lemma:** Scheme-2 with the hypothesis Evalue retains necessary sensitivity (lines 14-16).

**Proof:** In NCBI BLAST, either a single or multiple Evalues are generated for a sequence with multiple HSPs.

Case 1: Single Evalue. NCBI BLAST uses all the HSPs to compute a single Evalue. The hypothesis Evalue is also computed using all the HSPs (line 14).

Case 2: Multiple Evalues. NCBI BLAST uses various combinations of HSPs to compute a number of Evalues. This number, however, does not exceed the total number of HSPs. The optimized scheme always uses all of the HSPs to compute the hypothesis Evalue (line 14, see Appendix). This is better than any of the multiple Evalues computed in NCBI BLAST. Referring to the code [6]: the term “new xsum” in function s_BlastEvenGap-LinkHSPs() increases monotonically with additional HSPs, yielding better Evalues.

Scheme-2 is efficient enough so that we are currently running it in software on the host (using scores from the priority queue) with negligible slowdown.

## IV. FPGA Algorithm Issues

We describe the necessary steps to get from previously described structures, for TreeBLAST and Smith-Waterman, to a production worthy system. This includes handling a range of cases and certain potential inefficiencies.

The basic TreeBLAST structure is the two dimensional systolic array shown in Figure 3. The database sequences are streamed across the leaves of the tree (top) and one complete score sequence (the character-character match scores) is generated every cycle. The score sequences are processed by the tree, which is also pipelined. The score of the best local alignment emerges a few cycles later. This simple structure may need to be varied in four ways.

The basic TreeBLAST structure is the two dimensional systolic array shown in Figure 3. The database sequences are streamed across the leaves of the tree (top) and one complete score sequence (the character-character match scores) is generated every cycle. The score sequences are processed by the tree, which is also pipelined. The score of the best local alignment emerges a few cycles later. This simple structure may need to be varied in four ways.

![Diagram](image_url)

**Fig. 4.** An 8 leaf tree folded once and twice. L = leaf node, NL = non-leaf node.

**Folding.** To handle queries larger than can fit on chip, the tree is “folded” (see Figure 4). Rather than generating a scoring sequence every cycle, $2^i$ cycles are required, where $i$ is the number of folds. On each cycle, $1/2^i$ of the score sequence is generated. That is, the tree is used on multiple iterations to handle the sequence. In the left side of Figure 4, the tree in Figure 3 is folded once. During cycle 1 the first half of the sequence is scored; during cycle 2, the second half. The alignment score for the first half reaches the root during cycle 4 and is combined with the alignment score of the second half during cycle 5. The right side of Figure 3 shows two folds; processing is analogous.

![Diagram](image_url)

**Fig. 5.** Replicated trees in two configurations: double throughput for one query, or process two queries.

**Replication.** When queries are small enough to fit multiple trees on the chip, they are replicated to take advantage of available resources. Alternatively, if the query consists of a number of sequences, several can be evaluated simultaneously (Figure 5). Which is used depends on whether the bottleneck lies in the I/O or on the chip.

**Tree size ≠ power of 2.** When queries are not powers of 2, the tree structure is filled out with delay elements as shown in Figure 6. Here a tree of size 1664 is constructed from three trees of size 1024, 512, and 128, respectively. This (and
Unlike NCBI BLAST the database is preloaded into staging memory. We assume that the database is preloaded into staging memory.

A. System Configuration and Operation

CAAD-BLAST operation proceeds as follows. As is usual, we assume that the database is preloaded into staging memory. Unlike NCBI BLAST the database is unformatted. The user specifies the query and parameters, and the FPGA is configured to the appropriate tree. The sequence is loaded and TreeBLAST executes, returning scores from the FIFO to the host. The host uses the scores to determine the sequences in DB'. If gapped alignment, the FPGA is configured with the appropriate Smith-Waterman array, which then executes using DB' to generate DB". In the final step, DB" (or DB' for ungapped alignment) is formatted and sent to NCBI BLAST.

CAAD-BLAST runs on standard off-the-shelf FPGA-accelerated systems. The FPGA should be sufficiently large such that a tree size of at least a few hundred leaves fits on the chip. The larger Stratix-III and Virtex-5 chips hold trees of size 1000-2000. Memory bandwidth should be sufficient to prevent memory access from being a bottleneck for most queries. For example, the XtremeData XD1000 has a 128-bit interface that streams at 333MHz and thus can drive 24-48 trees, depending on the operating frequency achieved by the FPGA. Given such a memory interface and a large recent FPGA, this would max out the chip (yielding a balanced system) for query sizes of 40-80. In this example, queries larger than that would make the FPGA the bottleneck, while for smaller queries, it would be the memory interface. Memory size should be sufficient to store the database. For NR, which is a large protein database, this is less than 4GB. Database sizes are still increasing faster than memory density, but for the next few years we should be able to count on holding databases in local memory of typical systems.

B. Validation and Performance

Agreement of results from NCBI BLAST and CAAD BLAST has been validated in two ways. The first is through code analysis, part of which was presented in Section 3.3. The second is from execution. For runs of sequences of NR versus the entire database, all queries have returned the same high scoring sequences; the scores themselves have also been identical.

Table I contains various results from the filter and reference runs. Our primary reference machine is a 2008 64-bit 3GHz Xeon quad processor (Harpertown X5412) with 8GB of memory. We are currently running NCBI BLAST 2.2.17 for reference and for the base code of CAAD BLAST. We compiled with standard optimization settings and run with default settings. For additional reference we use the web server at NCBI. We now discuss some of these results. We note that these are averages; there is variance as expected from sequences of widely varying sizes.

- Scheme 1 refers to the use of the HSP cutoff as the threshold. NR is reduced by a factor of 17.
- Scheme 2 refers to the hypothesis method in Section 3.3. Here NR is reduced by a factor of 296.
For gapped processing with Smith-Waterman, NR is reduced by a factor of 1136 and generally only a few thousand sequences remain.

The formatting overhead includes host processing for the filters.

We have implemented TreeBLAST and Smith-Waterman on the XtremeData XD1000. The FPGA is an Altera Stratix-II EP2S180. For memory there is 4GB of DRAM with a 128-bit interface that runs at 333MHz. We can fit a tree of size 900 running at 100MHz. For Smith-Waterman, the array size is 200 at 67MHz. Neither design has been optimized: as they are regular they should be able to run substantially faster. For query sequences smaller or larger the tree is either replicated or folded, with proportional effect on performance. For average queries (around 300 amino acids), the 2.1GB NR database is filtered in just over 9 seconds. Smith-Waterman on NR runs in about 1/3 that time. Overhead adds 3.15 seconds for a total run time of between 15 and 16 seconds and a speed up of about 6x.

As the XD1000 does not support easy reconfiguration of the FPGA, we cannot currently run CAAD BLASTP end to end.

We have also implemented the filters through post-place- and-route on the Stratix-III EP3SL340. With no optimization, the sizes of the configurations increase to over 2000 and 350, respectively. This nearly doubles performance over the Stratix-II. Currently the operating frequency of TreeBLAST is 160MHz, but Smith-Waterman is still about the same as the Stratix-II; there is likely to be substantial improvement there as well. With an anticipated new system we should be able to process queries end to end in well under 9 seconds, including overhead, for a projected speed-up of 11x.

The ungapped option is of particular interest here: it avoids the Smith-Waterman pass, saving some time and complexity. Also, in the NCBI code, ungapped extension is far simpler than the gapped extension. This means that further improvement in the hypothesis_value algorithm would reduce that overhead, perhaps substantially. Together, these could reduce the CAAD BLAST latency on the ungapped option to not much more than that of TreeBLAST alone: that is, 2.8 seconds on a Stratix-III EP3SL340 at 160MHz.

The results returned by gapped and ungapped options are similar, but not identical. For NR sequences queried versus NR, and returning at least 100 sequences, we found the following. Of the top 100, 85.4% agreed; of those missing, 12.8% were in the next 100; the balance (1.8%) were reported further down. The ungapped option may be preferable in applications where BLAST is used as a function, such as in sequencing, and speed is more important than agreement.

VI. Conclusion

We have described the design and implementation of a high performance BLAST application accelerated with FPGA-based prefiltering. We are able to achieve both exact match with NCBI BLAST output and substantial performance improvement. Running unoptimized on two year old hardware it achieves a factor of 6x speed-up. On a new system and with some care we anticipate at least two times that performance.

The filters are usable with any back end. TreeBLAST alone reduces the NR database by factors of 17 and 296 for the HSP-cutoff-only and hypothesis_value heuristics, respectively. For the gapped option, an additional pass with Smith-Waterman reduces the original database by a factor of 1136. Similarly, this method of integrating a front-end filter can be used by other filters as well.

We have several goals for the next few months. One is to achieve at least 200MHz for TreeBLAST and 130MHz for Smith-Waterman on the Stratix-III. Another is to have CAAD BLASTP fully running on a new system we are currently acquiring. Also, we will continue trying to improve the hypothesis_value heuristic.

Longer term we look to apply the TreeBLAST structure to other problems. The most obvious is BLASTN, which has the same logic. Also, the successive merging is certainly useful for other associative kernels. Another possibility is to integrate the filtering structure more directly into the BLAST code, or into a parallel BLAST.
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